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The scattering amplitude of massive gauge bosons can be large at energies below the scale of the
Higgs mass in theories where the gauge bosons get their mass by the Higgs mechanism. This
would lead to a strongly interacting gauge sector. In general, the scattering of longitudinally
polarized massive gauge bosons can give information on the mechanism of spontaneous symme-
try breaking. At energies below the symmetry breaking scale, the equivalence theorem relates
the scattering amplitudes to those of the “would-be" Goldstone modes. In the absence of Higgs
bosons, unitarity would be restored by some new physics which can be studied through WW
scattering. An example of Higgsless models is discussed. Isolating WW scattering at a hadron
collider from other contributions involving W emission from parton lines needs a good under-
standing of the backgrounds. It has been found that for no kinematic cuts does the WW scattering
contribution give a dominant contribution. The equivalent vector-boson approximation also has
been found to overestimate the cross section and the WW invariant mass distribution. A study of
the full WW production process in the region of high invariant WW mass can nevertheless serve
to distinguish models with light and heavy Higgs bosons.
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1. Introduction
Amplitudes for scattering in theories with massive spin-1 particles can have bad high-energy
behaviour. The propagator for a massive spin-1 field has a term which does not decrease with
increasing momentum, leading to bad high-energy behaviour in amplitudes involving exchange of
these vector particles. This can make the theory non-renormalizable. In theories with spontaneous
symmetry breaking, renormalizability is maintained because Higgs exchange can cancel the bad
high-energy behaviour arising from vector exchange. Amplitudes with massive vector particles in






Scattering of longitudinally polarized gauge bosons would have the largest amplitudes at high
energy. Again, if the mass of the vector fields arises through a Higgs mechanism, the bad high-
energy behaviour is cured. However, if the Higgs mass is too high (s << m2H), the amplitude can
be large, leading to a strongly-interacting gauge sector. The study of WW scattering can thus be
important in studying the mechanism of symmetry breaking.
Vector-boson scattering amplitudes at high energies may be calculated using the equivalence
theorem [1]. The equivalence theorem relates the WLWL scattering amplitude to the amplitude for
scattering of the corresponding “would-be" Goldstone scalars at high energy (s >> m2W ). (Note
that henceforth, unless clear from the context, W would refer to both W and Z). Thus,
M(WLWL →WLWL) = M(ww→ ww)
M(ZLZL → ZLZL) = M(zz→ zz)
M(WLZL →WLZL) = M(wz→ wz)
M(WLWL → ZLZL) = M(ww→ zz),
(1.2)
where w and z are respectively the scalar modes which provided the longitudinal modes for W and
Z respectively.
Goldstone boson interactions are governed by low-energy theorems for energy below the sym-
metry breaking scale (s << m2SB). Low-energy theorems are analogous to those obtained for pipi
scattering in the chiral Lagrangian [2]. Thus, when there is no light Higgs (with mH < 1 TeV
or so), the low-energy theorems combined with equivalence theorem can predict WLWL scattering
amplitudes from the symmetries of the theory to leading order in s/m2SB. The specific theory for
symmetry breaking then shows up at the next higher order in s/m2SB.
In the standard model (SM), we have the relations
m2H =−2µ2 = 2λv2 = λ
√
2/GF , (1.3)
where λ is the quartic scalar coupling, and µ is the mass parameter in the scalar potential. v is the
vacuum expectation value of the neutral Higgs. Since v and GF are fixed from experiment, large
mH means large λ . For mH >∼ (GF/
√
2)−1, perturbation theory is not valid. This corresponds to
mH ≈ 300 GeV.
A limit may be obtained from unitarity, if the tree amplitudes are to be valid at high energies.
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write the old-fashioned scattering amplitude fcm, so that | fcm|2 = dσdΩ . Then we have
fcm = 18pi√sM . (1.4)
The scattering amplitude has the partial wave expansion
f (θ) = 1k ∑l (2l +1)Pl(cosθ)al, (1.5)
where al = eiδl sinδl is the partial wave amplitude written in terms of the phase shift δl . Unitarity
is expressed by the optical theorem relation
σ = (4pi/k) Im f (0). (1.6)
For elastic scattering, the phase shift δl is real, but has a positive imaginary part if there is inelas-
ticity. A convenient way to express elastic unitarity is
Im[a−1l ] =−1. (1.7)
From this it follows that
|al| ≤ 1; |Real| ≤ 12 . (1.8)







This gives a limit of mH < 1.2 TeV. Similar limits may be obtained by considering other partial-
wave channels.
2. WLWL scattering beyond Higgs mechanism
Violation of unitarity may be prevented in different ways, depending on the model. Models
can have extra fermions and extra gauge interactions, which give additional contributions to WLWL
scattering, e.g., resonances. An example is the techni-rho resonance in techni-color models, or new
massive vector bosons (MVB’s) in Higgsless models, A no-resonance scenario is described in an
electro-weak chiral Lagrangian (EWCL) model, where one writes effective bosonic operators [3].
Unitarization can be built in by the use of Padé approximants or the K-matrix method and this can
generate a resonant behaviour [4].
Terms in the chiral lagrangian must respect (spontaneously broken) SU(2)L ×U(1) gauge
symmetry. Experiment demands that the Higgs sector also approximately respect a larger SU(2)L×
SU(2)C symmetry, though the SU(2)C custodial symmetry is broken by the Yukawa couplings and
the U(1) gauge couplings. The chiral lagrangian is thus constructed using the dimensionless unitary
unimodular matrix field U(x), which transforms under SU(2)L× SU(2)C as (2,2). Pieces of the
chiral Lagrangian in the MH → ∞ limit of the linear theory at tree level are:
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β1g2 f 2[Tr(TVµ)]2. (2.2)
This term, which does not emerge from the MH → ∞ limit of the renormalizable theory at tree
level, violates the SU(2)C custodial symmetry even in the absence of the gauge couplings. It is
the low energy description of whatever custodial-symmetry breaking physics exists, and has been
integrated out, at energies above roughly Λχ ≡ 4pi f ' 3TeV. At tree level, L ′1 contributes to the
deviation of the ρ parameter from unity.
At the dimension-four level, there are a variety of new operators that can be written down.
Making use of the equations of motion, and first restricting attention to CP-invariant operators, the
list can be reduced to eleven independent terms [3].
In EWCL, one can build in unitarity at a given order by using a non-perturbative modification,
which reduces to the original amplitude at the perturbative level [4]. One writes a low-energy






The K matrix method gives
aK(s) =
aLET(s)+Rea(1)(s)
1− i(aLET(s)+Rea(1)) . (2.4)
Both satisfy unitarity by construction to the relevant order.
2.1 Higgless models
A number of Higgsless models have been proposed recently [5, 6]. In these models, symmetry
breaking is achieved by appropriate boundary conditions. The models differ in spatial dimensions,
5 in the original versions, 4 in the "deconstructed" versions. They also differ in embedding of SM
fermions. New weakly coupled particles appear at TeV scale and postpone unitarity violation. A
version of the model with modified fermion sector can raise the scale of unitarity violation by at
least a factor of 10 without running into conflict with precision electroweak constraints.
In the absence of Higgs, new massive vector boson propagators contribute to WW scattering.
The bad high energy behaviour of WZ scattering, for example, is cancelled by the contribution of
the MVBs because of coupling constant sum rules:
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Figure 1: Signal and background cross-sections (in fb) and significance for MV = 700 GeV for the pp
collider at the LHC with center-of-mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV and a total integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1.
The effect of various cuts on the cross-sections is shown. (From [7]
The first MVB should appear below 1 TeV, and thus accessible at LHC. In the approximation that






For M±1 = 700 GeV, the width is about 15 GeV. In SM, there is no resonance in W±Z scattering
The cross section for W±Z scattering as a function of
√
s is shown in Fig. 1 (left panel)
in Higgsless models and in two "unitarization models" which attempt to mimic the physics of
technicolor type theories, viz., EWCL with Padé approximant or with K-matrix. Also shown in
Fig. 1 (right panel) is the number of events expected in each case with appropriate cuts. It is seen
that the Higgsless model can be distinguished with a luminosity of 300 fb−1 at LHC.
The WW channel has been examined by Malhotra [8]. The conclusion is that a resonance V 01
could be reconstructed with an appropriate luminosity. For example for a resonance mass of 1 TeV
a luminosity of 300 fb−1 would be needed at LHC [8].
3. WW scattering at LHC
At a hadron collider like the LHC, WW scattering can occur with virtual W ’s emitted by the
quarks in the hadrons. A W pair in the final state can be produced either through WW scattering
diagrams, or through W emission from the partons of the initial hadrons. Fig. 2 shows these two
types of contributions. Fig. 2 (a) represents the genuine WW scattering diagrams, whereas Fig.
2 (b) shows the “Bremsstrahlung" diagrams, which would be a background in the study of WW
scattering.
3.1 Equivalent vector-boson approximation
The equivalent photon approximation (Weizsäcker-Williams approximation) relates the cross
section for a charged particle beam to interact with a target with a virtual photon exchange to the



































Figure 2: Main diagram topologies for the process us→ cdW +W−. (From [15]).











This is generalized to what is known as an equivalent (or effective) vector-boson approxi-
mation (EVBA) for a process with weak bosons in place of photons [9, 10]. The corresponding














(1− x)[v2f +a2f ] .
(3.3)
Here the suffixes ± on V denote the helicities ±1 of V and VL is the state with helicity 0.
The use of EVBA entails (a) restricting to vector boson scattering diagrams (b) neglecting
diagrams of bremsstrahlung type (c) putting on-shell momenta of the vector bosons which take
part in the scattering and (d) approximating the total cross section of the process f1 f2 → f3 f4V3V4
by the convolution of the vector boson luminosities L V1V2Pol1Pol2(x) with the on-shell cross section:











Here x = M(V1V2)2/sqq, while M(V1V2) is the vector boson pair invariant mass and sqq is the square
of the partonic c.m. energy. Note in the context of (c) above that the on-shell point q21,2 = M2V1,2 is
outside the physical region q21,2 ≤ 0. Thus the extrapolation involved is more than that involved in
the case of the equivalent photon approximation.
Even if only the longitudinal polarization, expected to be dominant, is kept, EVBA overesti-
mates the true cross section. The transverse polarization contribution is found to be comparable
to the longitudinal one [10]. Improved EVBA [11], going beyond the leading approximation, still
overestimates the cross section [12]. Further improvements in EVBA have been attempted [13].
3.2 Backgrounds
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1. Bremsstrahlung processes – these are processes where the vector bosons are radiated by
quark or antiquark partons, and which do not contribute to VV scattering.
2. Processes which fake a VV final state.
It is important to understand the first inherent background, and device cuts which may enhance
the signal. However, it may be possible to live with it – provided VV scattering signal is anyway
enhanced because it is strong. In that case, one simply makes predictions for the combined process
of PP→ VV + X . The second background is crucial to take care of, otherwise we do not know if
we are seeing a VV pair in the final state or not.
Background processes are qq →W +W−X , gg →W +W−X tt + jet, with top decays giving
W+W− pair. Electroweak-QCD process W + + jets can mimic the signal when the invariant mass of
the two jets is around mW . There is a potential background from QCD processes qq,gg→ ttX ,Wtb
and tt +jets), in which a W can come from the decay of t or t. W boson pairs produced from the
intrinsic electroweak process qq → qqW +W− tend to be transversely polarized. Coupling to W +
of incoming quark is purely left-handed. Helicity conservation implies that outgoing quark follows
the direction of incoming quark for longitudinal W , and it goes opposite to direction of incoming
quark for transverse (left-handed) W . Hence outgoing quark jet is less forward in background than
in signal event, and tagging of the forward jet can help.
In addition, emission in the central regon is favoured in the QCD background processes,
whereas jet production in the central region is suppressed for WW scattering. Thus, a veto on
additional jets in the central region would be a powerful discriminant between signal an back-
ground.
For a discussion of the WW scattering in the context of LHC detectors, see [14].
3.3 Distinguishing the signal
The feasibility of extracting WW scattering from experiment and comparison of EVBA with
exact results was recently studied by Accomando and collaborators [15].
It is known that when W ’s are allowed to be off mass shell, the amplitude grows faster with
energy, as compared to when they are on shell [16]. The problem of bad high-energy behaviour of
WW scattering diagrams can be avoided by the use of the axial gauge [17].
Accomando et al. [15] have examined (a) the role of choice of gauge in WW fusion, in partic-
ular, the axial gauge, (b) the reliability of EVBA, (c) the determination of regions of phase space,
in suitable gauge, which are dominated by the signal (i.e., the WW scattering diagrams). Their
results show that WW scattering digrams do not constitute the dominant contribution in any gauge
or phase space region. Thus, there is no substitute to the complete amplitude for studying WW
fusion process at LHC.
The rest of the section contains a description of the results of [15].
Table 1 shows the cross section in different gauges for the contribution of us partons to the
full process pp→W +W−X , to only the WW diagrams, and the ratio of these cross sections. The
Higgs boson is assumed to be infinitely heavy. Table 2 shows the same quantities for a Higgs mass
of 200 GeV, with a cut on the WW invariant mass of 300 GeV. It is clear that in both these cases,
the WW contribution is largely cancelled by the “Bremsstrahlung" type background contribution.
Even in the axial gauge, in which the WW contribution is the least, it is still a factor of 2 larger than
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σ(pb)
Gauge All diagrams WW diagrams ratio WW/all
Unitary 1.86 10−2 6.67 358
Feynman 1.86 10−2 0.245 13
Axial 1.86 10−2 3.71 10−2 2
Table 1: No Higgs contribution, using the CTEQ5 Pdf set with scale MW . (From [15]).
σ(pb)
Gauge All diagrams WW diagrams ratio WW/all
Unitary 8.50 10−3 6.5 765
Feynman 8.50 10−3 0.221 26
Axial 8.50 10−3 2.0 10−2 2.3
Table 2: Mh =200 GeV Higgs and M(WW ) > 300 GeV . (From [15]).
The WW invariant-mass distributions are also obtained in [15]. Again, the result including all
diagrams does not give a true representation of the WW contribution alone.
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the WW invariant mass distribution M(WW ) for the process
us → dcW +W− in an improved EVBA with the exact complete result for the two cases of a very
heavy Higgs and a Higgs of mass 250 GeV. EVBA exceeds the exact result except at the Higgs
resonance.
Accomando et al. [15] also investigate the total cross section in EVBA and exact computation
and their ratio for different cuts on the W scattering angle. The angular cuts serve to decrease the
discrepancy betweeen EVBA and exact computation.
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Figure 3: WW invariant mass distribution M(WW ) for the process us→ dcW +W− with EVBA (black solid
curve) and with exact complete computation (red dashed curve) for no Higgs (left) and Mh=250 GeV (right).
(From [15]).
The WW invariant mass distribution in the process PP → us → cdW +W− is shown in Fig.
3.3, imposing the cuts shown in Table 3. It is seen that for sufficiently large WW invariant mass it
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 W+W- Invariant mass distribution 
Figure 4: The WW invariant mass distribution in PP→ us→ cdW +W− for no Higgs (solid curves) and for Mh=200
GeV (dashed curve). The two intermediate (red) curves are obtained imposing cuts shown below. The two lowest (blue)
curves refer to the process PP→ us→ cdµ−νµ e+νe with further acceptance cuts: El > 20 GeV, pTl > 10 GeV , |ηl |<
3.
E(quarks)> 20 GeV
PT (quarks,W)> 10 GeV
2 < |η(quark)|< 6.5
|η(W)|< 3
Table 3: The selection selection cuts applied in the above figure
anticipate that this is the kinematic region where it may be possible to test non-standard scenarios
of symmetry breaking.
4. Summary
In the absence of a light Higgs, WW interactions become strong at TeV scales. Study of
WW scattering can give information of the electroweak symmetry breaking sector and discriminate
between models. In general there are large cancellations between the scattering and bremsstrahlung
diagrams. Hence extraction of WW scattering contribution from the process PP→W +W−X needs
considerable effort. EVBA overestimates the magnitude in most kinematic distributions. Cuts to
reduce background were discussed. It is possible to extract information on WW scattering from
hadronic experiments by concentrating on the large-invariant mass region.
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